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Whole Systems Research in Health Care: A Scoping Review



Methodological  Dissonance?

Biomedicine (Classical RCT) TCIM Interventions (Typical)

FOCUS Disease Patient (multimorbidity)

Symptom management Balance / health restoration

DIAGNOSTICS Biomedical Paradigm specific +/- biomedical

INTERVENTION Singular / isolated Complex / multimodal

Standardized / static Individualized / tailored / dynamic

OUTCOMES Objective biomarkers Subjective, holistic assessment

Single endpoint Progressive tracking

TRAJECTORY Evidence precedes practice Practice precedes evidence

PLACEBO DESIGN Inert control Often active / non-credible placebos

RESEARCH PRIORITY Efficacy / mechanism of action Real world effectiveness

RESEARCH AIMS Explain effects and validate best 
practices 

Evaluate marginal therapies to foster 
health systems integration 

Adapted from Ijaz et al 2019



Competing Models of Evidence

Golden SH, Bass EB 2013. 
Diabetes Care 36(10):3369. 

“Evidence House” - Jonas 2001 “Circular Model” - adapted from 
Walach et al 2006



Model  Validity

A good fit between 
research design, 

the studied intervention, and 
the underlying paradigm. 



WSR Scoping Review Overview

• Aim: To map the range of clinical research features pertaining to 
model validity principle

– Study design

– Intervention selection

– Outcome measures

• Initial Process: Expert consultative process + supplemental 
searches

• Inclusion criteria
– Completed peer-reviewed studies reporting TCIM clinical outcomes 

– Focus on model validity including minimum two of the following:                       
a) complex intervention; b) individualized care; c) salutogenic /             
behavioral focus; d) multimorbid patients; e) dual diagnosis.                                                                



WSR Exemplars (n=41)

Study size range: 
1 – 3000 patients

Thirteen disciplines represented:
• Anthroposophy
• Ayurveda 
• Chinese medicine 
• Chiropractic 
• Complementary/integrative medicine
• Energy medicine 
• Homeopathy 
• Naturopathy 
• Midwifery
• Preventive/restorative biomedicine
• Swedish massage
• T’ai chi 
• Yoga therapy

Study duration range: 
1 day to several years

Areas of clinical focus include:
• Acute and chronic illness (including 

arthritis, cancer cardiovascular, diabetes, 
headache, insomnia, tinnitus)

• Mental health concerns
• Musculoskeletal disorders
• Reproductive conditions
• Medically unexplained symptoms
• Quality of life
• Prevention and rehabilitation



Most Common Study Designs

• Pragmatic comparative effectiveness trials
• Whole systems (WS) intervention vs. Usual care
• Usual care + WS intervention vs. Usual care
• Factorial designs

• E.g. acupuncture vs acupuncture plus herbal medicine

• Mixed methods (qualitative methods, economic 
evaluations)

• Allocation: Mainly randomized but some 
‘pragmatic’
• Patient preference, matched pairs (EMR)

• Open label: virtually no double blinding
• Active controls rather than placebo/sham

• Pre-post observational studies (single arm)
• N-of-1 series
• Retrospective designs



Intervention Designs



Individualization Spectrum



Dual Diagnosis



Outcome Measures

• Most common:

– Patient-reported outcomes 
for:

• Symptom severity

• QOL / psychosocial 

• Some ‘patient-generated’ 
outcomes

– Some concurrent objective 
outcome measures



Next Frontiers: 
Paradigm-specific outcome measures



Harmonization into Broader Research Schemes



WSR as a Distinctive Field

• Common features with ‘pragmatic’ research
– BUT: there are distinctions that unite this work

• Combination of features (whole as more than parts)

• Dual diagnosis

• Training new generation of TCIM (clinician)-scientists in 
model valid methodologies

• Further development of complex analytic models

• Big questions: what other ‘measurables’ are relevant?


